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Investing in Protection:

(9/13/2007) Eight tropical
countries containing 80 percent of the world's remaining
tropical forest cover have
formed an alliance to have
forest conservation included
in a post-Kyoto agreement on
climate change, reports the
Financial Times. The
"Forestry Eight", as the group
is called, includes Brazil, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea,
Gabon, Cameroon, Costa
Rica, Congo and Indonesia.

Inside this report
This tree of 300+ years is in unprotected forest available at $1,000/hctr

Costa Rica pay to protect, stands alone
In 1996 Costa Rica established a program to compensate landowners for keeping
forests intact and reforesting
degraded areas. Costa Rica
pioneered the development of
payments for environmental
services ("PSA" or pagos por
servicios ambientales). As of
2007, a 5-yr conservation

contract made with the government of Costa Rica pays
$519/hctr in equal installments
over 5 years. This is $104
per year per hectare. Payments to the landowner are
never at risk as they are paid
for by a percentage of the
country’s income tax.
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Costa Rica, For est Law 7575 explained
Forest Law 7575
the government of Costa Rica passed Forest Law 7575 in
1996 and implemented the “Programa de Pago de Servicios
Ambientales” (PSA). This law was passed in order to provide
economic incentives for local communities to protect primary
forest cover and encourage secondary forests to flourish. The
program recognizes four environmental services provided by
forest ecosystems: conservation of biodiversity, protection of
water basins and further development of water resources,
preservation of scenic beauty, and mitigation of carbon emissions. In order to properly develop and administer the program, the government created the National Fund for Forest
Financing (FONAFIFO). Countrywide, over 375,000 hectares,
belonging to more than 5600 property owners, are under protection and receiving incentives from PSA.

Why Now?

Expanded wor ld guidelines

While Costa Rica has had the PSA program in place since 1996, payments have
more than tripled since then. From $30
per hectare in 1996, to more than $100
per hectare in 2007.
However, this could soon explode to more
than $400 per hectare. As of Nov. 18th
2008, a world carbon-credit exchange
has officially expanded to include forest
protection easements. Therefore, a new
world market has opened up to the government to sell its contracts to. The
green landowner in Costa Rica will soon
have double security, backed by the government of Costa Rica and a burgeoning
world market demand. Upon expiration of
contracts, the land owner will have the
privilege of choice; deal directly with the
world market or continue being paid di-

rectly by the government of Costa Rica.
Preliminary reports show that the value
per hectare of conservation of secondary
forest near endangered species on the
world-market is high. The exact value is
difficult to quantify because it is based not
only on sequestration of future carbon but
on how much carbon is retained by not
burning or clearing. A hectare that typically stores 1 new ton per year may be
holding 200 tons already. Estimates of
from $200 to $400 per hectare are based
on a 1 ton emissions credit trading voluntarily at about $30. The government will
continue to increase its payments with
their new role as broker between land-

owner and world market. Indeed, the government has been selling these short-term
contracts within voluntary carbon markets
for about a year now using “unofficial”
guidelines. The new “official” standard
provides more incentive to increase payments as the landowner will have more
access to trade independently.

Bar rier To Entr y - the Time is NOW
The opportunity to buy cheap land in
Costa Rica is rapidly coming to an end.
However, optimal conditions still exist:
1) No Roadways: Where there are no
roads, land is sometimes inexpensive,
although new roadways are being built
at an increasing rate.

Capuchin white-face in protected forest

“ Landowners transfer carbon
offset rights to the national
government, which can then sell
these offsets on any international
market. The landowner does not
sell carbon credits directly, instead
receiving payment from the
government. ”

2) Inefficiency between markets: The
carbon market and the land market.
There is now a window of time between
the emergence of the voluntary carbontrading market and its effect on land
values of remote secondary forests in

agricultural areas.
3) Education is poor with no roads
nearby; owners are unaware of the protection option available to them.
Barriers to entry include;
1) Banks do not currently loan money to
buy land and do nothing with it.
2) Finding the right deal requires exploration and knowledge of the remote regions.
3) Familiarity with the legal system, title
and entry into the PSA program.
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Corpora tions change a ttitude from emissions to land
Many corporations are taking control,
changing their attitudes to create a new
world carbon trading paradigm that emphasizes protection over trading capped
emissions. These companies are buying
land directly, inadvertently adding an extra
dimension to the carbon credit system. In
addition to trading credits in their localized
cap and trade program, these companies
have purchased land with the hope that
the protection of land will be incorporated
into local cap and trade rules. This will
not only cause values of remote lands all
over the world to increase, but is directly
responsible for shaping a new voluntary

carbon trading market.

The new For est Carbon Cr edit, 11/18/08 is Landmark Day
A new carbon accounting standard will
bolster efforts to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from deforestation,
thereby creating a financial incentive for
saving rainforests, say backers of the initiative, known as the Voluntary Carbon
Standard (VCS).
Starting today, land use projects including
forestry and agriculture can be validated
and verified against VCS, qualifying them
for credits tradable in voluntary carbon
markets.
The VCS system has established a standard approach of quantifying value based
not only on carbon sequestration poten-

tial, but other factors such as biodiversity,
maturity of forests and proximity to endangered species. While KC Pacific is
considering only “valuable” land
(agriculturally zoned primary and secondary forests in proximity of or host to endangered species) the investor is protected from changing world market criteria due to being backed by the government of Costa Rica whose guidelines
have been set since 1996 - 12 years
ahead of the VCS. Still, the new system
will increase values of protection contracts as the government now has a world
market to trade in. The new VCS rules —
which VCS says are "as robust as those
of the Kyoto Protocol's Clean Develop-

"Now that the leading voluntary carbon standard has
incorporated agriculture and other land use projects
we expect to see the rapid development of a largescale market for activities that reduce deforestation
and degradation," said Toby Janson-Smith of
Conservation International, an NGO that already has
several forest carbon projects under development in
tropical nations. "Today's launch of the VCS rules
will not only boost market confidence in forest
carbon activities but also, for the first time, enable
projects that benefit local communities and
biodiversity to access significant new global
investment."

ment Mechanism (CDM)" — will put forest
carbon on par with voluntary credits generated by energy and industrial projects.

Value of protection is about to incr ease
Avoided deforestation is
now expected to be a critical component in the next
climate agreement, which
will be determined a year
from now in Copenhagen at
the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change.
Until an agreement is
reached, forest carbon

300+ year old tree in protected area

credits will be limited to the
voluntary market where
they fetch only a fraction
(typically 10-20 percent) of
the price seen in compliance
markets like the E.U.'s
Emissions Trading Scheme
(currently trading around
$20 per ton of CO2).
Still the establishment
of criteria under VCS

adds credibility to the voluntary market for
forest carbon credits, which until now have
been priced at a discount.
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A clear Interna tional Standard for For est Carbon
Until now most forestry and land-use projects have been excluded from international carbon markets. They have been
left out of the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme, made complex in the CDM, and
not covered by the Gold Standard because
of concerns over the measurability and
performance of such projects. Robust new
rules introduced under the Voluntary Carbon Standard today change all that and
demonstrate that forestry and agriculture
projects can be credibly accounted for,
which will be very important for future
regulatory schemes. Mark Kenber, Chairman of the VCSA.

"Developing forested
nations now have a
credible standard
through which to
assess and monetize
their forest carbon
activities on the
international market,"

For est Carbon Cr edits Emer ge, REDD
Donors meeting 10/23/08 in Washington
D.C. pledged more than $100 million to
the World Bank's new initiative for conserving tropical forests. In addition to the
$100 million in donations, the World
Bank announced that more than forty developing countries have asked to join the
Forest Carbon Partnership Facility — the
Bank's foray into the emerging market for
forest carbon credits. 25 countries have so
far been selected to participate in the initiative, which builds capacity for countries to earn compensation through the

carbon markets for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions by reducing deforestation
and forest degradation (REDD). Experts
say the mechanism could eventually lead
to the transfer of billions of dollars per
year to fund conservation and rural development in tropical countries, while at the
same time helping fight climate change.
Deforestation and land use change presently accounts for around a fifth of anthropogenic emissions.

Europe now on board
10/17/08 - EU says
emissions trading
system may fund
forest conservation.
Europe's carbon
trading scheme may
be used to generate
funds to fight deforestation, reports
Reuters. EU Environment Commis-

sioner Stavros Dimas
said he hoped the EU's
emissions trading
scheme could reduce
gross tropical deforestation by half by 2020 and
eliminate net forest loss
by 2030.

“Under a U.N.-backed process,
called reduced emissions from
deforestation and degradation
(REDD), rich nations would meet
some of their emissions reduction
targets by buying carbon credits
from developing nations, whose
forests soak up vast amounts of
planet-warming carbon dioxide
(CO2).”
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Putting it all Together - Land Focus
The objective:

•
•
•
•

Payments that are guaranteed by the
government
Demand from an ever-changing world
market with higher payments than the
government currently offers.
A minimum of 8% ROI
Potential for huge long-term returns
by planting hardwood or developing a
small percent of the land after being
carried by the program for from 5 to
10 years.

To achieve these objectives, the parcels
KC Pacific will purchase are preferably

•
•
•
•
•

Land deforested for cattle is still eligible if
left to reforest
•

•

Under $1,000 per hectare

Located in Costa Rica
10+ years secondary forest, with
some virgin forest.
Host to endangered species.
Able to be 10% forested with teak or
other expensive hardwood.
Not more than a couple miles from a
road that could be readily extended to
access the land.

Large area to meet low price requirement, 50 to 2000 hectare parcels

8% starting ROI with a 160% semi-exit at year 10 - better than a AAA 8% Bond
Two government-backed 5-yr protection
contracts totaling 10 years.
Investors can expect immediate returns of
8% for a 5-year protection contract. Projections based on historical increases are
such that the second 5-year contract will
likely yield 24% or more.
Planned semi-exit is at year 10 by:

•

Selling 10% of the land with 10-year
old hardwoods that we planted.

•

Keeping 90% of the lands forever in a
protected state by establishing a
park, and continuing to sell the carbon credits indefinitely.

For an investment of $100,000 to purchase 100 hectares, a PSA contract is
worth $104/hectare per year in 2007.
After the 5th year, it is estimated that a
new contract will be issued paying at least
$300/hectare. This is based on a tripling
in payment on contracts initiated in 2000
relative to 2007. The projection does not
include the anticipated effect of the new
world market demand that did not exist
before this month. Year 10, selling 10%
of the land: a 10-year old teak farm is
worth at least $20,000 per hectare in
today’s market.
Years 1–5 $10,400/yr 10% ROI/yr
Years 5-10 $30,000/yr 30% ROI/yr

How much carbon?
Scientists believe that
standing rainforests sequester approximately a
half to one tonne per
hectare per year, which
globally is equivalent to
US$60-140 billion of
"free offsetting" per
year [1]. In terms of
carbon storage, forests
store approximately
120-400 tonnes per hec-

Year 10: $200,000 200% ROI
tare. This figure
increases to
3000-6000 tonnes per hectare
for tropical peat
forests, which are
the largest terrestrial store of carbon.

The tropical rainforests are one of the world’s
primary carbon sinks, storing vast amounts around 610 billion tonnes. Through
photosynthesis, the trees of the rainforests
absorb and convert carbon dioxide and water
into oxygen and simple sugars, thereby
locking in the carbon as wood. Tropical
rainforests have the highest mean net primary
production – the amount of carbon fixed by
plants - of any terrestrial ecosystem, meaning
an acre of rainforest stores more carbon
than an acre of any other vegetation type.

Year 10-15 continue in program for life
receiving at this point likely a minimum of
$400 per hectare to retain carbon in what
will then be mature forest. 40% ROI every
year.
By year 10 the world carbon market
should be so advanced that all forest carbon will be sold efficiently. We estimate
values of $400+/hectare per year using
the trends of the last 10 years of the PSA
program payments escalating amounts.
To encourage investment and make a difference, investors will be granted 80% of
the total returns for all investments in this
program.
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KC Pa c i f i c E n e r g y Green repor t
KC Pacific energy S.A., a Costa Rican entity with over
3 years experience in Costa Rican agriculture and 3
working palm plantations is seeking investment to purchase agricultural secondary forest to participate in
local and world carbon markets as set forth in its prospectus in compliance with SEC regulation D. All interested parties should request the main prospectus of
the company. This prospectus supplement is presented
privately to express the belief of KC Pacific that investing with the Company in secondary forest in agricultural areas is a good opportunity. Investments may
be made upon presentation of a check with signed copy
of the prospectus to the President or Secretary of the
Company.

Pegando Venta de Motos
Bella Vista, Quepos, Costa Rica

Phone: 917 741 3377
Fax: 631 259 3435
Email: kensilverman@rcn.com

Organization
Food, Energy... and Conservation

Clean water protected by 425 hectares of secondary
forest in Costa Rica’s PSA program

Risks
Risks include but are not limited to:
1)

Government ceasing program the PSA
program is backed by 3.5% of the counGfgfgfg
try’s income tax revenue. It is written
into the articles of conservation law and
deeply ingrained into the country’s code.
This risk is very low. In fact, world voluntary markets now allow Costa Rica an
extra source of income it did not have
before, strengthening the program even
further. Still the risk exists.

2)

Government stability Costa Rica is the
most stable democracy in Central America with a strong economy routed in ecotourism and agriculture. Still, while
highly unlikely, the Costa Rican government or economy could collapse and the
program with it.

3) World demand for forest carbon could
decrease, however, signs point to a dramatic
increase in the demand for forest carbon, as
there is less of it every day, and global warming becomes ever-more in the forefront of the
news and our lives.

